
 

Satan’s Plan to Wreck the World – Part 3 

“Doubt” 

Romans 1:20-21 

By Russell Earl 

 

Thesis: I want to show how we can overcome the cloud of doubt brought on by Satan.  

 

Intro: 1. Does the world try to make us doubt the existence of God? The answer is so obvious 

                  that it’s really a silly question. 

  2. Does Satan want us to doubt God exist? 

  3. Can we remove all doubt that God exists? 

 

I. Anthropological Argument - Deals with morals and ethics. 

Anthropology – is the study of humans. 

The moral law within man implies a moral creator, God. Moral man was made in the image of a 

moral creator, thus the creator is a moral God. 

*A man walks into a field and is gored by an ox and killed, is the bull charged with murder, if 

not, why not? – the point, the bull has no morals, zero. We recognize he has no moral judgments, 

or ability to have moral judgments, thus he is confined to a stronger pin or stay away from Him. 

Hitler by his insane judgment literally took the lives of thousands of people, cause pain come 

upon the families of those permantly. There is no way to determine how much pain was brought 

throughout the world. 70 years later we feel the effect of Hitler and his wicked deeds. Thus, 

Hitler was condemned because he was a moral being that had to be dealt with.* 

Man seeks after God because we are moral creatures. 

 

The bible speaks of a moral code. Man is made after God (Gen 1:26). If God created man in His 

own image, man would thus be a moral image. If we have a moral God we have moral humans. 

If we can prove that man has a conscience, a moral fiber, or sense of ethics, then man is more 

than just a group of atoms or a chance happening. 

 

Since man has that, then we must ask where does it come from, is it a mechnical process that we 

go through? It’s not physical in nature, it’s not mathematical (or we would have the same code), 

we do things for reasons other than being mathematical, it’s not always logically. Morals are not 

always logical. (*jumping on a grenade to save your friends is moral, but it isn’t logical.) 

Are moral and ethics are not evolutionary, because evolution is the survival of the fittest, thus the 

weak or allowed to die or to be injured. 

 

Morals must come from God (Rom 2:14-15), the atheist says because evil exists God cannot 

exist so they deny the moral code. However, if evil exists then good must exist. 

If good and evil exist then a moral code must exist, therefore if a moral code exists then God 

must exist. 

 

All appeal to a moral code within themselves knowing or not knowing they are doing such. 

Therefore God has given to us by revelation a moral code or a standard of behavior, thus He has 

extended His moral code given to us by special revealation. 

 



 

Human civilizations speak of a moral code. 

All civilizations in all ages, and cultures are basically alike. 

All have problems with moral issues thus we all have a moral soul within. Actual thought goes 

beyond a machine. We can think and know right from wrong. We believe in God cause He gave 

us thought, emotion, and decision making abilities.  

 

II. Cosmological Argument – Deals with the universe as a orderly system. 

Existing cosmos is a undeniable evendince of the creator. “Nothing comes from nothing.” 

Everything must have some preceding cause. The world exists because it because of a creative 

cause thus God is the creator. 

The cosmological aruguement in scripture (Heb 3:4). 

 

Infinite regression is that the person cannot go far back in time to find a first cause for all things. 

Regression is the acknowledgement of digression and deteration of the universe. 

Thus the evolutionist claim there has always been and always will be deteration in the universe. 

“there had to be some uncalled first cause, to cause everything.” Explostion don’t just happen for 

some unknown reason and/or without a cause. A explostion takes something that causes an 

ignition and a substance to be ignited. It makes no sense to have a cause coming from no cause. 

There is no propetual movement. 

 

The universe is so related that everything had a first cause. Just like how everyone has parents. 

Dirt is the deteriation of plants, animals and waste products, thus their must had been plants, 

animals and waste of something to cause that dirt to exist. 

Since there is nothing in this physical universe that doesn’t have a first cause then there is no 

such thing as infinite regress. 

 

Difference between law and theory – law is proven in every circumstance, theory is a 

hypothensis that has been tested and has only been proven sometimes but not everytime in every 

circumstance. 

Just the very fact that its running down (energy) then something had to cause the heat, the light, 

the energy, something had to cause the uncaused first cause. 

 

Necessary being: 

Everything is capable of not existing. All natural things are contiengent. They are capable of 

being or not being. In a period of eternal time everything would cease to exist and the world 

would no longer be and the universe would never be. 

It would also inply that ultimately everything would stop (2nd law of thermodynamics). If it does 

not stop then it would imply a cause is keeping the movement going, a sustainer of the 

movement must be made by some type of cause (God), thus He is the creator and sustainer. (heb 

1:1-3, Col 1:15-17, John 1:1-5, Rom 11:36, Jn 17:5) 

    

III. Ontological Argument - Deals with philosophy 

Someone had to teach the atheist to be an anthiest no one comes to it instinctively. 

Man is incureable religious. 

Psalm 42:1 Man looks for God just as a deer looks for the water. 

As man worships, He finds something that is worthy of his worship. 



 

Man looks beyond the grave, the univerise and himself. 

Man is made with a need to seek after God. 

The atheist believe this need is some type of physicoligical inadequdecy inside man. 

A baby needs care, needs parents thus parents exist. So as man needs God, God must exist. 

The reality is that normal people seek God, athism is taught. (Psalm 10:4) 

Man cannot conceive anything greater than God. 

God is that which nothing greater can be conceived. 

 

The fool who denounces God must first have a concept of God (Psalm 19:1). 

The very idea of denying God shows there is a chance for God. Man cannot conceive something 

absolute and totally orginal. 

 
Non-Existing, Impossible – Self Contridicting (squared circle) 

Contingent – maybe or maybe not category (Unicorns) 

Neseccary – things that must exist (God) 

Athiest make the argument of human pain and suffering. 

Some believe they go through more than others go through. 

Some say why me God? (Type of attitude) 

Why has God given us this freedom of choice (free-will). 

 

All have seen  those who make poor(various law breaking) choices and wise(a law abiding and respecting individual and a moral individual) 

choices. Freedom of choice is seen throughout the O.T. and the N.T. (Joshua 24:15, Jn 5:39-40) 

 

IV. Telological Argument 

Design demands a designer (example, yucca plant and moth, babies, the human heart) 

There are things that have chance happenings, the elements are arranged where a chance 

happening can occur, thus chance happenings can be a part of design. 

a. Romans 1:20 

b. Hebrews 3:4 

 

V. Don’t be afraid to go on the Offensive. 

 1. What do YOU believe about the beginning of earth, the appearance of man? 

  a. Big Bang? 

  b. Life began on the back of crystals? 

  c. Aliens planted us on this planted? An idea mentioned by Richard Dawkins 

  d. It came from nothing(caused by gravity) 

  e. Excert from a interview with Richard dawkins  by Ben Stein said “No one knows how 

                it began. We know the kind of event, the sort of event. The origin of the first self 

                replicating molecule” Do you know how it happened? No, nor does anybody.  

 

  He goes on to say that a civilization from another plant who evoled could have seeded 

            life on this planet.  

  He also states it could have been done by a higher intelligence but only by a higher 

intelligence that came about by some unexplainable process. 

Dawkins obviously believes in “certain” types of intelligent design, thus aliens not God.  

 



 

 

Application & Conclusion:  

1. We could continue with more evidence for God. 

  2. One thing is certain, God is not a theory. He is a fact! He is VERY real. 

  3.  Full Invitation 

Hear – James 1:22, Romans 10:15,17 

Believe – Jn 12:44, Jn 8:24, Mt 16:16 

Repent –Acts 17:20, Acts 8:37, Luke 13:3 

Confess – John 12:42, Romans 10:9 

Be Baptized – 1 Pt 3:21, Acts 22:16, Col 2:11, Mk 16:16, Rom 6:3-4 

Live faithfully – Rev 2:10,  

 

Christians must: 

Repent: Acts 17:20, Acts 8:37, Lk 13:3 

Pray: James 5:16, 1 Jn 1:9 

 


